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Bear Fruit that will Last 
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 We live in a world of boundaries…a world that keeps us from bumping into 

each other on the roads when we drive…in fact, if we travel to Europe, the order 

of things gets tossed out the window with the steering wheel on the opposite side 

of the car and driving on the opposite side of the road.  For Europeans, that is 

their normal, and for us, driving on the right side of the road and left side of the 

car is normal for us.  And it seems, for the most part to work.   

 More than this, there are signs of “no trespassing”, do not enter, wrong 

way, go back to further hinder our movements in the world.  In school, as children 

we learned to walk in lines, sit in rows – well you get the picture.  We are taught 

to follow order.  But what of the order that are imposed on us not to keep us safe, 

but more to keep us down.  What of the order that places women in the home 

and not in the board room, Jews in a ghetto, Native Americans onto reservations 

and Africans into slavery.  Whether visible or invisible, boundaries not only 

segregate but also function to reinforce identities.  As we develop and grow as 

children, we understand where we “belong” and who “our people” are – where 

we are most comfortable.  Then as we grow into adolescence, we learn the 

painful truth about cliques and how some of us are included and some are 

excluded.   

 The story we encounter in Acts is a continuation of the scripture of Peter 

the preacher and Cornelius, the Centurion, the Gentile.  Scripture describes, 
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“Cornelius as a centurion of the Italian Cohort who feared God, gave alms 

generously and prayed constantly to God.”   Now this was a highly unusual 

situation – a Gentile, a Centurion,  a Roman who had become a believer in Christ.  

And then Cornelius has a vision – he is visited by an angel who told him to go to 

Peter.   So he goes to Peter and he drops to his feet – but Peter stops Cornelius 

and says, “Stand up, I am only a mortal.”  Peter goes on to say, “You yourselves 

know that it is unlawful for a Jew to associate with or to visit a Gentile; but God 

has shown me that I should not call anyone profane or unclean.”  

Boundaries…more boundaries.  Imposed not by God, but by we humans.  But in 

Peter’s preaching, the boundaries are broken down…Peter says, “I truly 

understand that God shows no partiality, but in every nation anyone who fears 

him and does what is right is acceptable to him.  You know the message he sent 

to the people of Israel, preaching peace by Jesus Christ – he is Lord of all….and 

that message spread through Judea and Galilee… “   

 The encounter between Peter and Cornelius is a monumental event in the 

life of the earliest church.  There are clearly defined boundaries between these 

two men, the two cultures they live in.  One a Jewish Christian and Cornelius – a 

Gentile, a Roman Centurion.  Boundaries – “do not enter”…”no trespassing”…and 

so on. 

 In our Scripture from John’s gospel, Jesus is continuing the metaphor of the 

vine and branches that we read through last week, if you were here with us…John 

15; 5 – “I am the vine, and you are the branches.”  Today’s gospel has some 

strong compelling words I’d like us to think about…”This is my commandment, 

that you love one another as I have loved you.  No one has greater love than this, 
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to lay down one’s life for one’s friends.   You are my friends if you do what I 

command you….I have called you friends because I have made known to you 

everything that I have heard from my Father.  You did not chose me, but I chose 

you.”   As we allow that to come into our hearts, I ask you – would you lie down 

your life for a friend?  Not your child, not your spouse – a friend.  And not just any 

friend, Jesus is talking about the disciples here so the one we are to lay our lives 

down for is a fellow believer – our brothers and sisters in Christ.  So would you be 

willing to lay down your life for me?  Perhaps we might think of this in a different 

way… 

 As we all know, church attendance has diminished over the last 30 years or 

so.  The days of crowded pews are a thing of the past.  Some of us recall the days 

when you would need to get to church early on Easter or Christmas – otherwise, 

you’d be standing in the back.  We know this is no longer the case and will likely 

not be again in our lifetime, not for the Protestant church.  Task forces have met 

about this, written reports and there’s hundred’s of books on the subject…what 

happened to Christendom?  The kingdom of Christian life that most of us grew up 

in?  Where Sundays were devoted to church and family – the only people who 

worked on Sundays were essential workers – the rest had the day for Sabbath.  

And for some, for many perhaps, this was a fine way of life.  For others, it was not 

fine.  The boundaries we discussed from Acts between the early Jewish Christians 

and the Gentiles – well, those boundaries exist within our churches too.  African 

Americans were segregated.  The role of women was limited.  Openly gay couples 

were not welcome.  Those who were not American or did not speak good English 

did likely not find a seat here…did not feel welcome here.   
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 These boundaries still exist in many of our practices – in things we do or 

don’t do, that, while unintentional, does not send the message of equality and 

inclusion for those who did not feel most comfortable in the Christendom world.   

 So can we accept the days of full pews on a Sunday are over and it is time 

to allow that model of church to die so to speak?  I ‘m a little familiar with Tarot 

cards and there is a death card – which I have pulled in a reading for myself– I was 

terrified.  But as it was explained to me – this is a good card!  It means your life 

will be completely transformed and made into something entirely new – a life you 

won’t even recognize as your own.  I received that card a week after my first 

husband left our marriage and let me tell you, my life is indeed been made 

entirely new!  Can we lay down our church so it can be transformed into 

something new -  a new church that is for all people, for all no matter their race, 

gender, sexual orientation, ethnicity?  “While Peter was still speaking, the Holy 

Spirit fell upon all who heard the word.  The circumcised believers who had come 

with Peter were astounded that the gift of the Holy Spirit had been poured out 

even on the Gentiles.”  “Can anyone withhold the water for baptizing these 

people who have received the Holy Spirit just as we have?”    The outpouring of 

the Holy Spirit empowered each of them to move from their segregated places.  

The Holy Spirit broke the barriers between Jew and Gentile.   

 Peter and Cornelius were given visions to see the world differently.  So who 

here –in this church, in the community, in this nation and the world – have been 

empowered by the Holy Spirit to see things differently?  Whose voices, perhaps 

on the margins, are being heard because of God? 
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 This is a time for listening – for praying to understand.  Perhaps you have 

seen visions, dreamed dreams and would like to share them with us for a brighter 

future for God’s people.  I am unclear where we go next as a church and as a 

people but I do know that when we, or perhaps I, stop talking, the Holy Spirit just 

might come upon  you my brother and you my sister, and you may speak to us 

challenging the boundaries and expanding God’s grace in this world. 

 Sometimes the Holy Spirit has a hard time getting through our stubborn 

desire to stay the way we are.  Where is the Holy Spirit trying to break through 

traditions?  How do we pass on our traditions to the next generation while still 

being open to the Spirit that brings the tradition alive?  Let us all listen with our 

abiding hearts so we can bear fruit – fruit that will last. 

Amen. 


